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Louisiana Purchase- 1803 Sac and Fox Treaty of 1804
Approx 50 million acres

Early Rock Island History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The story of the U.S. Government’s interest in Rock Island begins with the Louisiana Purchase of 1803.  The Louisiana Purchase has been described as the greatest real estate deal in history. In 1803 the United States paid France $15 million for the Louisiana Territory--828,000 square miles of land west of the Mississippi River. The lands acquired stretched from the Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains and from the Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian border. The Louisiana Purchase nearly doubled the size of the United States, making it one of the largest nations in the world. From this map you can see the wide expanse of territory the US was able to purchase from France.   	Following the Louisiana Purchase, President Thomas Jefferson instructed William Henry Harrison, the Governor of the Indiana Territory, to acquire Native American lands that adjoined the Mississippi River.  Governor (and later President) Harrison worked to obtain land cessions from Native Americans through bribery, liquor, and threats in order to fulfill President Jefferson’s orders.  	In November 1804, a five man delegation of Sauk and Fox arrived in St. Louis to meet with Harrison regarding the release of a Sauk brave being held for killing a white man. Governor Harrison quickly realized the great leverage he possessed over the Sauk and Fox representatives and the opportunity such a situation offered to gain increased land rights for the United States. Harrison agreed to request a presidential pardon for the Sauk brave on the condition that the Sauk delegates agree to a land cession from the two tribes. Throughout the course of the negotiations the Sauk and Fox reported being “drunk the greater part of the time they were in St. Louis,” as Governor Harrison reportedly provided copious amounts of whiskey for the delegation.  On November 3,1804, the delegates signed the treaty, thereby ceding most of what is today western Illinois, southwestern Wisconsin, and a portion of eastern Missouri to the United States.  Governor Harrison purchased roughly 15 million acres, which included Rock Island along with the Sauk and Fox town of Saukenuk, from the five chiefs for $2,254.50 and annual allotments worth $1000 in goods for perpetuity. The Sauk and Fox contested the treaty as an illegal seizure of land, but the US enforced the land sale for the next 25 years. Soon after this agreement, Lieutenant Zebulon Pike began his expedition to find the source of the Mississippi River. Lt. Pike first brought Rock Island to the attention of the U.S. Army in 1805. Largely through Pike’s reports from his expedition, Congress passed legislation in 1809 reserving the “Big Island,” as Pike referred to Rock Island in his journals, for use as a military reservation.   	By 1814, the effects of the War of 1812 reverberated throughout the area. Military maneuvering for control of the Great Lakes and river routes in the Upper Mississippi Valley brought conflict to the region when the British encouraged and paid the Sauk and Fox to attack American interests. In July 1814 a convoy under Captain John Campbell came under fire from Sauk and Fox war parties six miles up river from Rock Island, resulting in 14 killed.  In response to Campbell’s defeat, Brevetted Major Zachary Taylor led three hundred and thirty-four officers and soldiers of the Seventh United States Infantry and Missouri Rangers on a reprisal raid against the tribes. Taylor’s force was turned back by a combined force of 1,000 Native Americans and a 2-3 man British artillery crew at the Battle of Credit Island. 
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Fort Armstrong

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Two future entrepreneurs, George Davenport and Antoine LeClaire, became historically significant individuals. Davenport was employed as the post sutler at Rock Island and Antoine LeClaire was hired as the interpreter for the Fort Armstrong commander and the Indian agent.Both of these men became prominent business leaders of the communities they later founded on each side of the Mississippi River opposite Rock Island. 	In 1816, the army did not have a commissary department that provided personal items to soldiers. Instead, a private contractor was commissioned by the government to provide the items. George Davenport, as the agent for the private contractor, sold supplies to the soldiers stationed at Fort Armstrong. He had been a seaman, an army recruiting sergeant, and a post sutler. However, Davenport did not become wealthy until he started trading with the Indians. In 1818, he quit his post sutler position and devoted his time entirely to his Indian trade business. Davenport became a full-time trader the same year Illinois became the twenty-first state to be admitted to the union. In addition to his store on Rock Island, Davenport established several other trading posts in the area, and would remain a major influence until his death in 1845.  	White settlers and squatters began appearing in the area towards the end of 1828.  Tensions rose as the new settlers paid no regard for Sauk and Fox property. The Sauk and Fox followed a tradition of leaving their homes during the winter to live in hunting camps in the wilderness and returning to Rock Island in the spring. During the Sauk and Fox absence, American settlers would occupy these “abandoned” houses and then purchase the property from the government.  In 1832, Black Hawk led roughly 1,000 men, women, and children back to their homes at Saukenuk following their winter stay in southern Wisconsin. The American settlers and the government of the Illinois Territory claimed Black Hawk and his band committed an act of war. Many notable Americans participated in the campaign to capture and destroy Black Hawk’s band, including: Zachary Taylor, Abraham Lincoln, Winfield Scott, Jefferson Davis, Albert Sidney Johnston, and Robert Anderson.  In three months of fighting, Black Hawk’s tribe suffered grossly disproportionate casualties before the Black Hawk War was concluded. Following the conclusion of hostilities with the Sauk and Fox tribes, Fort Armstrong was abandoned in 1836. 	Since the threat of Indian hostilities no longer existed, the War Department removed the garrison at Fort Armstrong. Although the army abandoned the fort in 1836, the government retained Rock Island as a government reservation.  In 1840, the U.S. Army made some repairs at Fort Armstrong and established an ordnance depot at the old post. Captain William Shoemaker commanded the depot until 1845, when its stores were transferred to St. Louis in support of American efforts during the Mexican War. Fort Armstrong again became vacant, a decaying reminder of Rock Island’s vanishing frontier. In 1856, the last of several fires destroyed the abandoned old post.   	After the soldiers left Fort Armstrong in 1836, and again when the army depot closed in 1845, the Federal Government placed civilian agents or custodians in charge of Rock Island. Joseph Street, an Indian agent from Prairie du Chien, was the first of these civilian agents.  Though these agents were placed in charge of Rock Island they did not usually reside on the island. The Civilian development of Rock Island occurred during the time when there was no military presence nor civilian agents residing on the island.  During this period, numerous interested civilians attempted, with some success, to settle on portions of the island. These squatters considered Rock Island to be part of the public domain, especially after the military had departed the island.   	The War Department was somewhat reluctant to release the island property for public sale. The army wanted to keep Rock Island in reserve and as early as 1825, Secretary of War John C. Calhoun had informed the Commissioner of the General Land Office that Rock Island was necessary for military purposes.  Conflict would continue between the War Department, which desired to retain Rock Island, and local squatters desiring new land, for the next 30 years.
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Fort Armstrong:  1816-1845 (Burned in 1856)

Fort Armstrong

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In December 1814 the Treaty of Ghent ended the War of 1812. Following the war, the American Government recognized the need to build a number of military forts on the upper Mississippi River to deter British and other foreign trading outfits from operating in the river valley. Brigadier General Thomas A. Smith arrived at Rock Island in early May 1816 and chose the western tip of the island as the construction site for Fort Armstrong.  From this site, U.S. troops could observe the Sauk and Fox Indians and protect American fur traders, as well as keep an open line of communication and commerce to Prairie du Chien and other posts further up the river. 	During construction, Fort Armstrong had a garrison of 600 soldiers, but shortly thereafter was reduced to less than 200 soldiers.  Frequently, between 1824 and 1836, the garrison at Fort Armstrong fell below 100 soldiers. 	In many respects Fort Armstrong represented the army’s stock plan for building military posts on the Western Frontier. It had squared hewn timbers with dovetailed corners; and its blockhouses had an overhang and a monitored roof which provided a lookout station. Usually, buildings such as the barracks, which were made from hewn timber, formed the exterior walls of the fort. The most noticeable feature of the barracks was their inward-sloping shed-type roofs.   	Fort Armstrong’s strategic position on the western tip of Rock Island’s lower end provided the fort with command of both channels of the Mississippi River. Troops constructed fortifications only on the two sides of the post facing inland. Steep bluffs eliminated the need for two fort walls and one blockhouse. The three blockhouses of the fort anchored the walls which faced the interior of the island, and three companies of infantry were quartered in the barracks. Additional buildings housed the fort’s surgeon, interpreter Indian agent, blacksmith, servants, officer, and commander.  
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Rock Island Rapids Prior to the lock and Dam
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Original Bridge  First the MississippiFirst Bridge 1856-1866

Completed: 
22 April 1856

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	It was not by accident that the railroad came to Rock Island. In June 1845, Colonel George Davenport had hosted a meeting at his island estate to discuss bringing a railroad to Rock Island.  Prominent citizens from the Rock Island area such as Antoine LeClaire and Judge James Grant attended the meeting.  These enterprising men realized the commercial benefits which would result from railroad and bridge construction at Rock Island.  Although Colonel Davenport was murdered two weeks after the meeting, others who attended the event continued to formulate plans to bring a railroad to Rock Island.  On 27 February 1847, they succeeded.  The Illinois General Assembly granted them a charter to construct a LaSalle to Rock Island railroad line. 	Fortunately, Mr. Henry Farnam, an experienced railroad man and investor, took an interest in the project as an extension of his Michigan and Southern Railroad and got other railroad men to invest in the line.  Interest in the line increased sharply after the directors followed Mr. Farnam’s suggestion and extended the line east to Chicago. On 1 October 1851, under its new name, the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company began to build westward from Chicago towards Rock Island.  As the railroad advanced in the direction of Rock Island, it attracted additional investors. The prospect of linking Chicago and Lake Michigan with the Mississippi appealed to many investors.  However, the additional prospect of Rock Island becoming the site for the first bridge to span the Mississippi River certainly sweetened the investment. 	For years, Rock Island had been recognized as the best point at which to bridge the Mississippi River.   Mr. A.C. Fulton, a noted civil engineer, among others, surveyed the river crossing at Rock Island and endorsed it as the best site for the first bridge.  Engineers of the railroad company preferred Rock Island for numerous reasons.  The Mississippi River was narrow at that point, and the shores were bedrock.  However, the key attraction seemed to be the island of Rock Island.  Using the island as a stepping stone to cross the river appealed to the engineers. The bridge’s construction would be easier, therefore more economical.  Rock Island’s location, 180 miles directly west of Chicago, made it less expensive to build than, for instance, in the Galena, Illinois area.  	The arrival of the railroad on the east bank of the Mississippi River at Rock Island, however, offered Midwest farmers of Iowa and Northern Illinois a direct east-west trade route to Chicago and to urban markets farther east.  The St. Louis Chamber of Commerce could see its city being replaced by Chicago as the new “hub of the Midwest”.  The clash between these two powerful centers of commerce for control of the Midwest’s commercial shipping occurred at Rock Island. 	Plans for a transcontinental railroad had long been a dream of railroad men in America.  But, before the dream could be a reality, major obstacles had to be overcome.  Several of these obstacles were man-made, such as the right of each state government to grant charters and to regulate railroad construction within the boundaries.  Southern politicians attempted to block the advancement of the northern rail route across the United States.  Northern Congressmen, in turn, were successful in vetoing a southern rail route to the Pacific Coast.  In 1853, Jefferson Davis, Secretary of War in the pro-southern administration of President Franklin Pierce, arranged to buy the Gadsden Purchase from Mexico.  This strip of 30,000 square miles in New Mexico and Arizona provided the missing link in a proposed New Orleans to San Diego railroad. Davis, smarting from the congressional defeat of a southern rail route to the Pacific Coast, was extremely active in delaying the northern route to California.  Other interests, besides southern politicians and southern railroad men, were against the building of a rail route across the heartland of America.  Steamboat and river town interests received the railroad as a threat to their inland waterway commerce.  The Mississippi River and its tributaries provided a natural north-south trade route for the Midwest’s agricultural products and raw materials. St. Louis became the clearing-house for such trade.  From St. Louis, merchants shipped trade goods up the Ohio River to Pittsburgh or transported the cargo down river to New Orleans.  	The Rock Island Bridge was built for the purpose of uniting the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad, which had just reached Rock Island from Chicago in 1854, and the Mississippi and Missouri Railroad in Iowa, which was building from Davenport toward Council Bluffs on the western end of the state during 1853. Proponents of the project touted Rock Island as an ideal location for the bridge as it provided a direct rail link between the city and state of New York, the Mississippi Valley, and the Far West. Project engineers, drawing on an 1837 topographical survey by Lt. Robert E. Lee and other surveys, deemed the site ideal.	The original bridge had a Howe-Truss-type superstructure with a single track.  The superstructure was constructed of timber and consisted of five wooden spans, plus a draw span. Its draw span, the heaviest and largest of its time, was located in the middle of the river. The timber cords of the bridge were protected with two coats of white paint. The bridging of the Mississippi was a major technological achievement.  Nothing of that size or status had yet been constructed in the area.
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Effie Afton Incident
Effie Afton Incident: 6 May 1856
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Damaged: 
Spring of 1868

Second Bridge 1866-1872
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Third Bridge- 1872-1896
-First iron bridge
-Double Whipple truss 
-Dual deck bridge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In 1866, the Federal Government proposed to the M & M Bridge Company that the location of the bridge be changed to its present site.  The government offered to share the expense of building the new bridge. Brigadier General Thomas J. Rodman, the second Commanding Officer of the Rock Island Arsenal, drafted the plan which satisfied the requirements of both the railroad company and the United States Government. The railroad company agreed to give up its old right-of way across Rock Island and remove its tracks and bridges in exchange for a new bridge, which would be built at the extreme west end of the island. The railroad tracks across the island were relocated to allow the Arsenal to fully develop the interior of Rock Island.  Also, the tracks were connected to an arsenal trackage. The bridge was finally completed and turned over to the Rock Island Arsenal in February 1873.  General Rodman’s commitment to the relocation of the rail tracks and the construction of a new bridge at the northwest end of the island was a key to the success of the project.   	Initially, the bridge was to be a double track bridge with an extra deck for wagons. However, estimated costs for such a bridge exceeded congressional appropriations, which caused the government to adjust plans for the bridge. The 1872 iron bridge which connected Arsenal Island to Davenport measured slightly over 1,500 feet in length.  The bridge had five spans 220 to 260 feet long, plus a draw span of 368 feet in length.  The superstructure of the bridge was a double Whipple truss with two decks.  The bridge stood thirty seven feet and two inches tall from the top of the piers to the top bracing. The width of the structure was a narrow sixteen feet, considering it was for two way wagon traffic. The posts and the top chords of the bridge were wrought-iron and the ties were flat iron bars. The Baltimore Bridge Company erected the superstructure, and the Phoenix Company manufactured the iron work.  Two vertical hydraulic jacks, operated by steam power, swung the 368 foot draw span.  The new bridge, opened in November 1872, was a double-decked structure owned and used jointly by the railroad and the government, giving rise to its nickname, the "Government Bridge."  This name continues to this day.  
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Fourth Bridge- 1896
-Bridge expansion
-Ralph Modjeski design
-Known as 
“The Government Bridge”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	As the years passed, the need for a double-track bridge grew.  By the 1890s, locomotives and rail cars had become too large and heavy for the old 1872 iron bridge.  A replacement was needed and, in 1895, construction began on a stronger bridge of steel structure, capable of supporting the increasingly heavier traffic.  Ralph Modjeski of Chicago, Illinois, was the design engineer for the new bridge.  Completed in 1896, the new bridge was constructed on the old piers.  Eventually, it accommodated street cars, as well as railroad cars, vehicles, and foot traffic.  Known as the Government Bridge, the 1896 bridge is still used today between Arsenal Island and Davenport, Iowa.  Most of the Rock Island mainline had been double-tracked, creating a bottleneck at the single-track bridge. Congress authorized work on a new double-track bridge, built on the piers of the existing bridge, in 1895. The new 1,850-foot-long bridge, which is the present bridge, was completed by November 1896 at a cost to the railroad of $305,732. The bridge was constructed of steel except for the iron track and the roadway systems.  
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Rock Island Prison Barracks- 1864
-12,192 total prisoners 
-1,967 prisoners died

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	On December 3, 1863 the first Confederate prisoners, captured at the Battle of Lookout Mountain, Tennessee arrived. The camp consisted of eighty-four barracks one hundred feet by twenty feet, each accommodating 120 prisoners.   The camp also contained a prisoner hospital, officer’s quarters, administrative buildings, and other buildings necessary to the camp.  The camp occupied the north central part of the island, where the Officer’s quarters and the Rock Island Golf Course stand today. The camp could hold just over 10,000 prisoners at any one time. From the arrival of the first Lookout Mountain prisoners until the end of the Civil War, 12,192 Confederate prisoners occupied the camp.  Repeated outbreaks of smallpox, and other camp diseases took their toll on the prisoner population, claiming the lives of 1,964.   However, the prisoners ate the same rations as the guards, and received as much liberty within the camp as possible, with many of the Confederate soldiers remaining after the war to become residents in the communities on both sides of the Mississippi River.   From this photograph you can see the location on Rock Island where the prison barracks would have resided from 1863-1865. 	Construction of the Rock Island Prison Barracks was behind schedule from the start. In the rush to organize prison camps to handle the influx of southern prisoners, the Rock Island prison opened before it was completed.  Some of the prison guards were quartered in tents, others in local communities, and still others in cheap shanties built to house prisoners of war.
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Union Guards at POW CampMorning Roll Call

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The first 488 Confederate prisoners arrived at Rock Island by train on 3 December 1863. Hundreds of curious citizens gathered to watch the prisoners be unloaded on the far western edge of the island.  In an effort to control the crowd, local police officers and their deputies confined the spectators to a roped-off area. The prisoners were marched past the crowd a mile or so inland to the prison.  Within a few weeks the prison population rose from the original 468 to over 5,000 prisoners. Eventually, the prison population grew to 8,594 prisoners, the largest number of prisoners held at any one time at the Rock Island Prison Barracks.   	Though the prisoners’ existence at the Rock Island Prison Barracks was harsh, especially by present day standards, living conditions were relatively typical of prison camps in the north. Most southern prisoners had difficulty adjusting to the cold winter of the North and, unfortunately, the first prisoners arrived during a severe cold spell with temperatures plummeting to thirty degrees below zero Fahrenheit. Not long after the prison had opened, the supply of winter clothing and blankets for the prisoners became depleted; however, nearby coalfields provided each barracks with sufficient heating coal to burn in the barrack’s stoves. 	In addition to surviving the bitter winter cold of the North, Confederate prisoners had to endure exposure to a deadly smallpox epidemic, among other contagious diseases. Within days of the barracks opening, the prison was hit by the smallpox. In a hurry to complete the camp’s construction, the Quartermaster Corps had failed to erect a prison hospital. Without a hospital, adequate medicine, or a well-equipped medical staff, hundreds of prisons and prison cadre became infected. Initially, prison doctors diagnosed ninety-four cases of smallpox among the first prisoners.  Unfortunately, they did not detect all the cases, and those that processed into the camp undetected exposed the entire camp to the dreaded disease.  Colonel Johnson, the prison commandant, arrived only a short time after the prison was constructed and had little time to address and ameliorate logistical problems relative to the well being of the prisoners.
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Main Street of the Civil War Prison Barracks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The prison, rectangular in shape, covered approximately twelve acres of land. Eighty four wooden-framed barracks, 22 x 100 feet in size, arranged in six rows of fourteen barracks each, comprised the containment area.  Each barracks had a kitchen, with a stove and a forty gallon kettle for cooking, located at the west end of the building.  Captain Reynolds built enough bunks in each barracks to accommodate 120 prisoners.  A main avenue running east to west divided the camp and led to the two main gates.  The barracks were enclosed by a twelve foot high rough board fence.  A guard platform built four feet from the top of the stockade fence, on the exterior side, had a sentry box every 100 feet. Trenches maintained inside the fence served as a warning line. Sentries were ordered to fire at prisoners venturing beyond this point. The “dead line” supposedly deterred prisoners from tunneling under the stockade.  In addition, the closeness of bedrock to the surface prevented tunneling near the southern side of the stockade.
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Clock Tower Building (1863)Clock Tower-1867

Clock Tower
-Arsenal established 1862
-First permanent building 
-Started construction 1863
-Supply difficulties 
-Completed 1867

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	With the destruction of the federal armory at Harper’s Ferry in April 1861 and the onset of the Civil War, the need for a new and secure federal arsenal became apparent. The rich resources of the Mississippi Valley, potential waterpower, and the island’s strategic location, both in terms of its ability to resist invasion as well as its favorable access to river and rail transportation, made Rock Island attractive to serve as a federal installation.  In 1861, Congress began drafting legislation to approve the formation of a new arsenal located at Rock Island.  On July 11, 1862 President Lincoln signed into law an Act approving the construction of an arsenal at Rock Island, setting off a chain of events that would shape Rock Island into a major military post. Within a year after Congress passed the 1862 Act, the U.S. Army had reestablished its military presence on the island.  Two separate Army commands began construction on the island in 1863. In September 1863 the Ordnance Department broke ground for the first permanent Arsenal building (the Clock Tower Building), while the Quartermaster Department erected a prison barracks for captured Confederate soldiers in August 1863. 	Construction of the first building on the island began in 1863, and in April 1864, the cornerstone of the initial permanent building, Storehouse A, was laid.  Builders using LeClaire limestone erected a five story tower, nearly 120 feet in height, which housed a clock with dials facing in four directions.  The clock’s four dials were twelve feet in diameter, with a minute hand six feet long and an hour hand approximately five feet long.  Kingsbury’s successor, Brevet Brigadier General Thomas J. Rodman, purchased the clock from its manufacture, A.S. Hotchkiss Company, New York, New York in 1867.  Considered to be one of the finest in the country, the clock may be the only timepiece of its kind still operating with its original parts. The massive weights which operate the clock hang the length of three floors, and its clock bell weighs about 3,500 pounds.  The clock was purchased for $5,000.00.  Constructed during President Abraham Lincoln’s administration, the Clock Tower was the only building erected from the original arsenal plans. 	Kingsbury’s successor, General Thomas J. Rodman, obtained his superior’s approval for design changes proposed in the Clock Tower Building and in the overall plan for an arsenal at Rock Island.  The two major changes approved were the placement of gables in the ends of the building with windows in each to light and ventilate the loft and an increase in the height of the clock tower by twenty feet to accommodate the change in the height of the roof.  The Clock Tower, completed in 1867, served as a support for the main hoist which lifted supplies to the floors of the main building.  General Rodman’s alterations in the design increased the usefulness of the building and created a more imposing structure.  Since its construction, the Clock Tower Building has become one of the most visible and recognizable landmarks on the Rock Island Arsenal and of the upper Mississippi River.
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BVT BG Thomas J. Rodman
-Command August 1865
-Considered Father of the Arsenal

“Father of the Arsenal”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In April 1864, Congress passed an act instructing the Secretary of War to “take and hold full, complete, and permanent possession” of Rock Island.   With the mandate to occupy the entire island, Kingsbury began writing the Chief of Ordnance recommending Rock Island be developed to serve as a national armory and foundry. However, in June 1865, Major Kingsbury was soon transferred from Rock Island and replaced by Brevet Brigadier General Thomas J. Rodman. General Rodman arrived at Rock Island Arsenal with orders to begin the expansion of Rock Island into a National Arsenal.   	Rodman arrived at the Rock Island Arsenal under less than ideal circumstances. Following the conclusion of the Civil War, a Congressional Committee commenced an investigation to examine Rodman’s activities, and in particular, Rodman’s construction of a commanding officer’s residence at the Watertown Arsenal in Massachusetts. The Honorable Mr. Gooch of Massachusetts investigated then-Major Rodman and accused him of neglecting to “join officially in the observance of expression of joy at the surrender of the rebel General Lee, and of the sorrow at the death of President Lincoln." Rodman was also accused of “employing disloyal men; of interfering with the right to petition by refusing to allow female employees to circulate a petition in the laboratory and afterwards discharging 19 of them for doing so; of retaining an employee who had twice been found under the influence of liquor; of employing 57 foreigners (thought to be less loyal) out of 98 enlisted men; and of excessive spending in the building of the new commanding officer's quarters.	 	Brevet Brigadier General Rodman arrived at Rock Island on August 3, 1865 and immediately began examining the island to ascertain how best to develop an arsenal.  Rodman’s “Brevet” status was an honorary promotion given to an officer (or occasionally, an enlisted man) in recognition of gallant conduct or meritorious service. The brevet title played much the same purpose that medals do today. Upon inspection, Rodman wrote back to the Chief of Ordnance about the need to expand the site’s facilities and reserve the entire island for the express purpose of creating a national arsenal. Rodman welcomed the opportunity to build a well-designed, National Arsenal at Rock Island. His plans called for the development of an arsenal larger in scale and scope than originally designed. Ten massive stone workshops formed the core of Rodman’s vision for a national arsenal, which would become the administrative and technical center for the Island’s activities. The War Department endorsed Rodman’s concept of a large arsenal at Rock Island, which was centrally located and easily accessible by rail and river.  Though not the first Commanding Officer, Thomas J. Rodman is today considered the “Father of the Rock Island Arsenal” for his critical role in its development.
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Quarters One Quarters One
Commanding Officer’s Quarters
-Finished 1871
-20,000 sqft

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	As General Rodman worked to develop Rock Island into a national arsenal, he soon realized the need to construct officer’s quarters to house future commanders. At the time of Rodman’s arrival, no formal commanding officer’s quarters existed. In 1868 Rodman noted, “The Quarters now occupied by the Commanding Officer are of the most temporary kind.”  Personnel resided on Rock Island in makeshift homes, former POW camp quarters, or found housing in the surrounding cities. Rodman himself lived off the Island in a two story wood framed home on 8 1/2 street in the town of Rock Island. Realizing the need to construct new quarters on Rock Island to house commanding officers, provide sufficient lodging to guests, and support transient soldiers traveling throughout the area, Rodman immediately set about crafting plans to ensure the Arsenal would have appropriate quarters.  	Construction on Quarters One began in the spring of 1870 with General Rodman supervising the excavation. Earlier in April 1867 while planning the construction of the main stone shops, General Rodman sent circular letters to multiple stone companies requesting the companies send specimens of their stone and “inviting them to furnish proposals to furnish 100,000 cubic feet of range work stone” for the outer facing of walls, door jambs, and window and door caps.   On 20 June 1867, General Rodman offered an order to L.P. Sanger & Son (later named Sanger & Steele) for all of the stone needed for Shops B, C, and the Commanding Officers quarters.  Sanger accepted the offer and agreed to provide the required stone at a rate of six dollars per cubic yard.  Sanger continued to provide the stone until September 1870 when they refused to deliver further quantities of stone unless the Government pay forty-cents per cubic foot—a significant cost increase since the original 1867 agreement provided for payment by the yard.  	 	Sanger’s demand for increased compensation did not fare well with General Rodman. Throughout the course of the contract, Sanger took other contracts and frequently diverted stone paid for by the Arsenal to more lucrative projects, thereby delaying the construction of Arsenal buildings and also breaching the terms of the contract with the Rock Island Arsenal.  The contractor had been delivering the stone to others that offered higher pay in a dispute to pressure the government to raise their agreed upon price for the stone.  Recognizing the significant problems posed by Sanger’s intransigence, General Rodman stationed an Army officer at the quarries of Sanger to “look after the interests of the Government,” and ensure the appropriate amount of stone was delivered to the Arsenal in a timely manner. 	By October 1871 the structure of Quarters One was complete, and during the spring of 1872 the final landscaping was finished, thereby ending formal construction of Quarters One—Rodman’s architectural and engineering masterpiece. Yet, something was missing from the cause to celebrate the completion of this marvelous project: Rodman himself. Known for his industrious work ethic and long hours toiling to ensure the Arsenal would become a jewel for the Army, General Thomas J. Rodman died at the age 55 on June 7, 1871—four months before Quarters One was completed.  His funeral service was conducted inside the nearly completed officer’s quarters, marking the first public event inside the parlors of Quarters One.  The funeral was conducted in an elaborate manner with an Army band leading the funeral cortege followed by a military escort. Rodman’s coffin “was placed upon a gun carriage drawn by four horses, led by the horse of the deceased General swathed in black, with the boots of the General placed reversed in the stirrups below.”  Rodman’s family and 145 carriages brought over 1,080 mourners—a remarkable number considering the early population of the Tri-Cities. 	Following the death of General Rodman, Captain Daniel Flagler took command of the Arsenal and the enormous responsibility of finishing the grand plans for the stone workshops and Quarters One. Flagler finished Quarters One in 1872 and became the first commander to formally live in the magnificent residence.  The final cost of Quarters One is one of the greatest mysteries of the house. Forty-five thousand dollars were allocated in 1868 “for the materials and labor in the erection of one set of Quarters for the Commanding Officer.” No comprehensive record exists detailing all of the costs associated with Quarters One as much of the construction costs and materials were included as part of the building of the stone workshops. Further, the use of Arsenal craftsmen to build many furnishings within the house along with assisting with exterior construction served to obfuscate the total cost. Undoubtedly, due to construction delays and increases in the cost of procuring supplies, the final cost of Quarters One surely surpassed Rodman’s initial estimate of $50,000—leaving a lasting testament to Rodman’s ingenuity and a monument of the Arsenal’s history in the Quad Cities. 	Once completed, the Commanding Officer’s quarters features included a massive I-shaped main core, a west wing, and an observation tower above the east side of the main block. The building’s foundation was constructed of two foot thick limestone masonry. Its exterior walls were built of Joliet limestone, and its interior load-bearing walls were made of plaster brick masonry.  Large wrap-around piazzas, or porches, stretched around the east and north sides of the building. The Commanding Officer’s quarters became the architectural model for the scaled-down Italianate design of the subaltern officer’s quarters built east of Quarters One. These subaltern officer’s quarters consisted of Quarters Two, Three, and Four featured girded iron grillwork forged at the Rock Island Arsenal. Also, most of the building’s brass fixtures, including door knobs, hinges, and other metal hardware, were produced in the Arsenal shops. The structure was covered with a hipped roof which contained skylights and a tall square observation tower. The nearly 20,000 square feet of floor space within Quarters One was divided into over fifty rooms which explains why the quarters is today considered the largest government residence next to the White House.
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Stone Shops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	General Rodman’s plan also included the construction of an arsenal dam and powerhouse south of the manufacturing buildings on the southern channel of the Mississippi River, now known as Sylvan Slough.  He conceived the use of the telodynamic system of cables and towers which mechanically transported power from the river to the southern row of shops along Rodman Avenue.  Rodman initially planned to construct manufacturing buildings with enclosed court yards.  However, before finalizing his plans, he revised the drawings and opened the court yards to provide additional natural light.  Natural lighting was a major consideration in architectural design prior to the advent of electricity.
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Stone Shops

Stone shops 
-Center of the arsenal
-Each shop was 300’ in length
-Made of Joliet limestone
-Intended to make everything a 
Soldier needed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Construction of the first manufacturing shop buildings began in 1866 and continued until the last stone shop, Building 68, was completed in 1893. The primary Arsenal buildings, known as the stone shops, were located at the center of the island and were designed as grand, imposing structures with Greek Revival architectural features. Ten buildings, each U-shaped and covering an acre, were constructed.  The buildings were placed in two rows of five buildings each separated by the main road. The five buildings on the southern side were designated the “Arsenal Row” and were to be for the manufacture and overhaul of general ordnance materiel, such as personal equipment for troops. The five buildings on the northern side were designated the “Armory Row” for the manufacture and overhaul of small arms.  The ten Rodman-planned, symmetrically-designed, stone shops still stand today along both sides of Rodman Avenue. 	For nearly the first three decades, the Arsenal primarily concentrated on the completion of Rodman’s ambitious construction program. Shops B (Building 60) and C (Building 106) were the first of the ten stone shops under construction. The 19th century Greek Revival architectural style of these and the eight future buildings featured pillowed or rock-faced limestone accented by pilasters, architraves, and pedimented gable ends. The ten original shop buildings were built of massive rock-faced limestone. An immense project such as this required enormous quantities of stone and the manufacture of considerable amounts of construction hardware.  In the year 1869 alone, nearly 3,000 railroad cars of stone were received for use in building the shops, dams, and bridge.  Stone masons laid 5,500 cubic yards of stone in new shop buildings, while an additional 6,000 cubic yards of stone were laid in the dam wall project. The stone work required the repair of over 92,000 stone cutter’s tools during the year. 	Workmen constructed the shop buildings of massive rock-faced limestone with approximately three foot thick walls starting at the base of the building and tapering about six-inches with each additional story. This tapering created a step effect which provided a shelf or lip upon which iron beams rested. The exterior walls rested on a foundation built upon bedrock. The seventy-six piers of masonry and cement anchored in the basement of the stone shops supported the columns and floors of the above stories.  Each pier was partially imbedded beneath the surface flooring of the basement and rested on bedrock. Layers were constructed of fire-proof brick with vaulted ceilings beneath each floor of the manufacturing shops among the lattice of “I” beams. The brick arches were then covered with plaster. These fire-proof brick, vaulted or arched, ceilings were designed to prevent fire from spreading to the wood flooring of the next story. Beneath each ceiling lay the open bay of the machine shop. 
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First World War

-1914 - 9 % of       Rock Island 
Arsenal workforce is female

-1,800 men

-175 women

-1918 - 10% of        Rock Island 
Arsenal workforce is female

-13,361 men

-1,417 women

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Employment would decrease after 1898 but never reached the pre-war low, coming in at a still impressive 1,975 workers in 1914 before World War I. Although increases were still necessary in just about every department, the Arsenal was already running at a fairly high pace, allowing us to provide war goods to our allies before the US actually entered the war.   Regardless, new innovations in technology and fighting styles left Rock Island mostly unprepared to join the war effort.  Despite the high numbers of personnel, these innovations called for new buildings, new machinery, more employees, and new training efforts to educate personnel about the new unfamiliar weapons and production methods.  Foreseeing this necessity to expand even further, the War Department specifically called for the Rock Island Arsenal to begin multiple expansion and construction projects several months before the United States’ declaration of war in April of 1917.  In addition to these expansion construction projects, RIA’s unpreparedness was truly exemplified by the increase of employment. In just 16 months, from 1917 to 1918, 10,878 men and women were added to the Arsenal workforce in an attempt to keep up with the war effort.   	Prior to World War I there were about 1800 men and 175 women there employed.  However, to keep up with the demands of war a large expansion in personnel was still necessary, and by the time of U.S. entry into the war the staff had increased to about 3600 men and 300 women.  Expansion of employees and departments never slowed down during the war years, and by the time of the Armistice more than 13,000 men and 1400 women were employed at the Rock Island Arsenal.   Military personnel on the island also expanded during this time.  Given the island’s isolated position, expanding the military in the attempt to ensure security was not a pressing requirement.  The island’s location made the Arsenal an unusually secure place to work, even in war time, in contrast with other Army arsenals.   	The effect of war time expansion is seen in other ways as well. At the time of the Armistice, for example, there were 14,400 men and women employed.  After November of 1918, however, the number of employees hardly dropped at all due to the need to finish certain projects and then to make repairs to equipment in preparation for overhaul.  When levels finally ebbed in 1919, the number still remained high at 7,400 employees, much higher than in 1914.  It was clear that the expansion projects completed during this time were to be permanent changes at the Rock Island Arsenal. 	As a matter of fact, 1918 was considered by everyone to be the “super” year because business during that year peaked at a height that had never been reached before.  All ten of the original shop buildings were fully equipped and running for the first time ever because business was so high and demanding.   Due to the unusually high amount of business demands and orders, the Arsenal was consequently forced to contract much of the work dealing with personal equipment and horse equipment out to private manufacturers.  This use of contractors, however, was an expected necessity and a part of Army doctrine on the use of arsenals even in the early twentieth century.  Much work, definitely more than during the Spanish American War, still took place on the island, however, with most of the work being the assembly of individual parts sent from multiple places to create a finished product.  
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First World War -Rifle production
-Ammunition assembly
-Artillery carriage assembly
-Harness and cloth department

First World War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Although a large part of the Arsenal’s production and contribution to the war effort, mobile field artillery was not the only war good that was assembled and manufactured there. The bulk of WWI production was devoted to manufacturing artillery vehicles (items on which the previously mentioned artillery pieces were transported), recoil cylinders, artillery wheels, spoke shoes and spoke shoe plates, artillery harnesses, army repair chests, rifles, loaded shells and personal equipment items.  
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Shell filling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Here’s a picture of making ammunition inside the shops. For the first time ever, and the only time, the Rock Island Arsenal made ammunition during World War I. The casing of these 155mm Howitzer shells was made somewhere else, but then they were shipped here to be filled with explosives, capped, fused and shipped off to the war effort. The fuses were also produced here. 
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“Girls working at machines 
or near dangerous 
machinery will wear the 
bloomer uniform…others 
may wear the black sateen 
uniform.” 

COL L.T. Hillman,  November 
5, 1918

First World War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Women played a large part of the expansion at RIA. During the war years, more women worked on the island than had ever been employed previously. By 1918, 10% of the workforce was women, coming in at a total of 1,417 women workers.  Assigned female uniforms presented somewhat of a problem at the time. It was high debate how to dress these women in a safe way, avoiding baggy clothes that would more likely lead to accidents, and yet keep the uniforms styled in a way that would not be distracting to the male workers. Women who worked with or near machinery were given more leeway, but women working away from machines were given the baggy, black sateen uniform. Overall, the women were kept very covered up in drab colors so the men could focus on their work.
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Mark VIII Tanks– 100 Built in 286 Days-- 1920

Between the Wars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The largest project to that point in time, on the other hand, did not even surface at the Arsenal until the spring of 1919. Even after the Armistice tanks were still in high demand, especially the new model Mark VIII.  In the early half of 1919, the Arsenal received its largest order ever: 100 of the new Mark VIII Tanks.  Weighing in at forty tons this tank was capable of holding up to eight men, and production was a joint British-American venture.  Unfortunately, the order also brought about the largest number of problems.   While Britain was mainly occupied with armor production for the tank, the United States manufactured the engine and other mechanical items. Even though the Rock Island Arsenal’s main contribution was assembly, most of the parts having been produced elsewhere and then shipped to Rock Island, the order took 286 days to complete after all of the problems were smoothed out. The Arsenal had to modify many parts to make everything fit together. 
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Rock Island Arsenal– The Center for Tank 
Development 1920-1938    M3 Tank

Between the Wars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Following the signing of the Armistice in Europe which produced a formal end to World War I, the Arsenal had to adjust back to the pace of peacetime years. The ensuing decade would be termed the “lean years” as demobilization took its course.  Peak employment at RIA during World War I reached over 14,000 in November 1918.  The following month, approximately 3,000 workers quit or were laid off due to the end of the war and the subsequent decline in production requirements.  From 1919 to the mid-1920s, the Arsenal experienced almost a complete turnover in personnel with over 7,000 separations and almost 6,300 new employments and reinstatements.   	The issue of storage presented the Rock Island Arsenal with numerous problems after World War I. The Arsenal received, identified, and stored various classes of materiel following the War. Items such as returned field stores requiring overhaul (rifles, artillery carriages, six-ton tanks, and five ton tractors); finished and partly finished components and raw materials from cancelled government contracts; components for Mark VIII tanks produced under American and British contracts; government owned tools shipped for the purpose of modernizing RIA shops; and building material designed to complete unfinished buildings.  All of these items created multiple issues for the Arsenal and created difficulties for storing the massive amount of equipment left over from the War years. Forty-eight buildings were being used for storage at the Arsenal in 1919, as compared to 39 before the armistice, yet, even with the increased storage capacity, the available space remained insufficient to house the incoming materiel.  The Savannah Proving Ground would help with this. 
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Second World War

-1924 – 618 employees

-566 men

-52 women

-1943 – 18,675 total

-12,699 men

-5,976 women

-Females make up over 32% of workers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Early in the war the RIA workforce worked two separate shifts per day, each shift being 10 hours. Some operations, however, worked around the clock with three 8 hour shifts that ran six and seven days a week.  Arsenal machines never stopped running during these initial periods of emergency production.  Arsenal shop employees worked without a normal lunch break. They often ate a sandwich while at their machines when the pace slowed.  	Employment at RIA showed a steady rise until peak employment was reached at 18,675 on 7 July 1943.  From that date until the end of the war arsenal employment gradually declined. Just as in World War I, women replaced the men in the arsenal shops, offices, and storehouses who had left to fight.  In 1944 the RIA workforce was comprised of 32.2 percent women. The warehouse staff in Building 299 employed 650 workers of which 65 percent were female employees.  Italian prisoners-of-war formed another source of labor for the Rock Island Arsenal. 	By January 1946 RIA employment had declined to 4,500 and by July 1947 still further to 2,500.  Rock Island Arsenal, along with the rest of American industry, recorded war production unsurpassed in the history of the arsenal and the nation. Private industry converted back to producing automobiles, small appliances, office equipment, men’s and women’s garments, recreational equipment, and toys.  The Arsenal received a variety of machine tools from many Midwest manufacturers upon the completion of their war contracts at the end of WWII.
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Second World War
-Machine Gun and Rifle 
Assembly
-Artillery assembly
-Harness and cloth 
department
-Parts Depot

Second World War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Other major items of RIA production during WWII included almost 6,900 artillery carriages of various types, 24,500 recoil mechanisms for various artillery pieces, and 22,500 gun mounts for various models.  In addition, RIA manufactured thousands of paracrates, parachests, and paracaissons used for air transport and air drop of weapons and equipment.  Furthermore, RIA overhauled or modified over 1,000 artillery carriages, 109,000 machine guns, 133,00 .30 caliber rifles of various types, 9,000 .30 caliber carbines, 29,00 .45 caliber automatic pistols, almost 33,000 bayonets, 5,400 recoil mechanisms, 1,200 tanks and other motor vehicles, 5,300 tank engines, nearly 3,000 transmissions and differentials, 170,000 sighting and fire control instruments, and 60,000 miscellaneous leather items. Howitzers, mortars, ammunition trailers, equilibrators, tripod mounts, telescope mounts, rocket launchers, revolvers, rifles, and trench tools were among the items overhauled, repaired or modified at RIA during the Second World War. 	RIA also conducted research and development projects on artillery carriages, self-propelled carriages, 105mm recoilless gun carriages, halftracks, transport wagons, light tanks, medium tanks, flame throwing tanks, armored car turrets, hydro-pneumatic recoil mechanisms, gun mounts for airplane armaments, mortar mounts, rocket launchers, .60 caliber machine guns, and paracrates.  Also, the RIA Laboratory made discoveries and improvements on lubricants, greases, and rubberized products during the war which aided in the shipment, preservation, and storage of ordnance weapons and equipment.
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World War II– 32% of the Workforce was FemaleSecond World War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Here’s a photograph of a woman turning on the lathe she was broaching. Broaching was a way to rifle a weapon that was developed here at Rock Island early in the wartime. Before broaching, one worker could make three or four rifle barrels in an hour. After broaching, they could make 30 of them in an hour. This really turned out the mass volume production of the rifles that supported all the ally forces. Also in this picture you can see a much different uniform. Once you got up to over 30% of the workforce being women they didn’t worry about them being as much of a distraction. 
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Honest John MGR-1
-First nuclear-capable surface to 
surface rocket in the US.
-First tested 29 June 1951
-Could also use conventional 1,500 
pound warhead
-Deployed to Europe by 1954

Cold War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In addition to the 3.5” superbazooka, RIA had other projects to keep it more than busy.  From July 1951 to June 1952 there were several special projects that included work on .50 cal. multiple machine gun mounts, guided-missile launchers, loader rammers, multiple rocket launchers, the 75mm pack-howitzer trails, and, specifically, the Honest John Rocket.  The Honest John Rocket would eventually become the first surface-to surface nuclear capable missile produced in U.S. Arsenals. The Rock Island Arsenal was specifically assigned the mission of designing the launching mechanism for the Honest John. With the design of the truck mount, the first ground tactical weapon designed for firing an atomic weapon warhead was successfully tested on 29 January 1953.    
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1970s-1980s  Artillery Systems

Cold War

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	During the Vietnam War in the 1960s, RIA resumed production of manufactured aircraft machine gun systems, artillery recoil mechanisms and gun mounts, and completed overhaul of small arms, artillery and combat vehicles.  Throughout the Cold War and especially throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s one focus of the Rock Island Arsenal was on the M198 155mm howitzer. This howitzer was designed and the carriage fabricated here but other production was contracted out. 
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Rock Island Arsenal Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Today, RIA is the only U.S. Army facility that assembles tool sets, kits and outfits that support equipment in the field for the global war on terrorism. The arsenal manufactures gun mounts, recoil mechanisms, artillery carriages and other combat equipment. RIA is the DOD’s only complete, in-house metal parts forge, foundry and plating shop.  The arsenal has contributed significantly to local, regional and national history while continuing to play a vital manufacturing role for our Nation’s defense.
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More than Just Production

60 Tenants
1st Army 
Two major AMC commands

• ASC
• JMC

Sections of other AMC commands
CPOC, Marines, Navy, Coast Guard, Engineers, 

contractors
6,500 people on the Island

Rock Island Arsenal Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	As you can see from this slide, the Rock Island Arsenal is more than just a major manufacturing center.  Following World War II, the stone shops started being transformed into office space as the manufacturing was transferred to buildings 208 and 210.  Today, the Arsenal is the largest employer in the bi-state region with just under 8,000 military, civilian and contract employees.  While the manufacturing center remains an important and vital member of the installation, much of the Arsenal’s current focus regards logistics.  The numerous tenant organizations that you see on this slide demonstrates the ability of the island to house a wide variety of organizations and adapt in changing circumstances in order to serve the country.
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